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Technology could be used more eff~~tively 
---~ .. -
by Victor Schubert 
Newspeak staff 
The Hull Memorial Lecture sponsored 
a talk on ecotechnology. by Dr Harold 
Chestnut He received the 1981 Honda 
Prize, an award given by the Honda 
Foundallon, which supports ecotech-
nology. Dr. Chestnut. an MIT graduate. 
1s presently worl<ing for General Electric 
on improved electric distribution sys-
tems. capable of accommodating wind, 
solar, and battery powers 
Ecolechnology means "helping tech-
nology more effectively to meet the 
needs of people." It Is an interdis-
cipltnary approach to the u111tzat1on of 
technology, as well as an international 
approach. Too often. Dr Chestnut be-
lieves, technology Is not used as af-
fectively as 1t could be. Often products 
appear because we have the tech-
nology, but not the necessity, for them 
There are also appltcat1ons where tech-
nology could be used. but is not Dr 
Chestnut spoke of the starving people of 
the world and how technology could 
help them Simply giving the peopte the 
technology to produce food 1s not 
enough. The people must have jobs to 
have the money to buy the food. this ts 
The student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
where the other disc1pltnes come in. 
Economists, social scientists, teachers, 
as well as engineers are needed to solve 
these l<inds of problems Dr Chestnut is 
also concerned with human safety He 
suggests an International "cooperative 
security system," which would ensure 
the safety of all people on earth In doing 
this the group would study the way 
peace Is obtained and maintained, 1n an 
1nterd1sc1plinary way. Tney would edu· 
cate people in the ways of ltving peace-
ful ltves, and set up a way to solve 
international conflicts. The orgamzatton 
would gather facts, in order to provide 
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Elections to be held on Thursday, May 6 
Campus Hearing s ·oard explained 
by Ingrid M. Slembek 
Newspeak staff 
Student elections to choose members 
ol the 1982-83 Campus Hearing Board 
(CHS) a branch of the WPI jud1c1at 
system will be held on Thursday May 6 
Three of tile four voting student seats, 
two student alternate seats and ono 
voling faculty scat will be ftlloo 
The Lectrlc Leopard. 
The CHB 1s the second·ranl<ing Judi-
cial board on campus whose decisions 
can be appealed lo the Presidential 
Board of Appeals (PBA) It ls s1a1ed an 
the Student Regulations lhat the pur-
pose of lhe CHB Is to hea1 "'cases 
involving student v1ola1ron of campus 
regulations of social and academic 
behavior or transgressions against the 
- John Delaney 
What's a Lectric Leopard? 
by Mark Skinner 
Newspeak staff 
Massachusetts Electric recently do-
nated an electric car. the Lectric Leop-
ard, to WPI Massachusetts Electric had 
been studying the practicaltty of the use 
of electric cars as a means of commuting 
for !hear employees When these tests 
were completed their three cars were 
given away. with one going to WPI 
The Lectric Leopard 1s actually a 
Renault Le Car which has had its 
internal combustion engtne removed 
and replaced with an electric motor and 
batteries The add1:1on of these batteries 
Increases the weight of the automobile 
substantially, makmg the new total 
weight of the r.ar very near maximum 
vehicle load that the original Renault 
chassis can withstand The balteries 
have been d1stnbuted throughout the 
Leopard to maintain 60% of weight on 
the front axle and 40% on the rear, 
essentially the load d1stribu1ton in the 
gas powered Le Car. In add111on to these 
rather careful mod1f1cat1ons performed 
by the manufacturer. the WPI Mechan-
ical Engineering Department has been 
conducting its own tests, checking to 
mal<c> sure the battery racks are secure 
against sudden motion and 1f the brakes 
are capable ol producing decelerallon 
These tests have been very nearly 
completed 
Tentative plans call ror the use of the 
Leopard this summer by the Holden 
Light Department meter readers for 
block to blocl< transportation This use 
should prove ideal for the car's 40 to 60 
mile range between charges. since the 
daily meter reading m1le11ge will run less 
than this. and the long period of nonuse, 
6 oo p.m - 7 a m , provides plenty of 
opportunity to recharge the batteries in 
olf-peak consumption hours In add1-
t1on this use requ1res a m1mmum of 
highway drtv1ng, which places an extra 
taxing load on the ballertes The drivers 
will compile statistics on the mileage 
driven. energy consumed, and any un-
usual driving patterns over the entire 
summer Next fall this data will be 
compiled and used in an IOP pro1ect 
Both Professor Donald N Zwe1p and 
Professor John Mayer who have 1uris-
dict1on over the use of rhe car feel that 
many IOP poss1b11tt1es exist using this 
new resource As the use of the data 
base grows larger Profossor Mayer 
(continued on page 2) 
WPI community" In addilton, It a stu-
dent has a gnevance against another 
student an administrator or a faculty 
member involving Infringement of lnd1-
v1dual rights or claiming personal dam-
nge, thecasccan be heard by the CHB It 
may have concurrent 1ur1sd1clton with 
the Dormitory Hennng Board in a case 
primarily of campus-wide concern Tho 
CHB may refuse to hear or refe1 a case 
and If It do s is required to furnish a 
written e11.planntton to the par11 in 
votv d and to the PBA The sanctions 
which th Board 1s empowered ! 1 l 
range from a reprimand or warning ro 
suspension or oxpuls1on from rhe col 
lege. II c11n also render Judgments 
awordmg rost1tu1ton tor dam119cs ro an 
1nd1v1dual or to the college All dec1s1ons 
except those calling for explilsion or 
suspension mnde by the CHB are final, 
sub1ect to appeal to the PBA 
Members or the Board serve a one-
year term and are not allowed to serve 
simultaneously as a member of another 
branch of the campus judicial system. 
There are eight voting members - four 
students, three faculty and one member 
of adm1ntstrat1on. Three students and 
one faculty member are c:hosen by 
student vote. along with two sludent 
alternates One student. the two re 
malning faculty and two faculty alter· 
nates are chosen by a vote of the faculty 
The eighth member is chosen from 
among the administration, exclusive of 
the OSA staff, by the president of the 
college. 
The Constitution of the WPI Campus 
Jud1c1a1 System defmes three offices 
which are l<ey to the function of the 
Board The Chief Justice. elected by and 
from among the membership of the 
CHB. presides over all .neet1ngs end 
exists lo matnla1n order during hearings 
and ensure the observance of duo 
process al all heartngs The Chief 
Justice "Pro Tempore" 1s elected by the 
CHB to preside in the absence or 
disqualtftcatton of the Chief Justice 
Finally, the Case Officer. a member of 
the OSA staff, prov1des''operat1onal and 
lo91st1cal services" designed to ensure 
fair and 1mpart1al hearings This in-
cludes setlmg a time. date and place for 
a hearing. advising persons of com· 
plalnls lodged against them and col· 
lecltng statements relative to the char· 
ges A more detailed outline of all of the 
officers' duties appears in the Student 
Handbook 
According to Professor Patrick Dunn, 
who served as Chfef Jusltce this past 
year, the average case load 1s about one 
to two cases per term with hearings 
scheduled at 4 p m. and running be-
tween three and five hours tn length He 
feels that 11 is a satisfying community 
service because ··when you sit down (to 
hear a case) you don' t leave un111 the 
case 1s decided " Having gone through 
(continued on page 2) 
factual verification of claims made by 
countries. so often missing In today's 
diplomacy. They would also serve to 
Integrate technology Into the countries 
mat neeo 1t 
Dr. Chestnut believes we are capable 
of butldmg such an organization He 
ctted the works of the United Nations 
Food and Agriculture Organization and 
their work m integrating technology into 
third world countries. as an example of 
our ability to cooperate with other 
countries to solve problems. Dr Chest-
nut spol<e of how International busmess 
(continued on pqe 2) 
JP 
Spring Weekend 
April 30-May 1 
ifi 
Special mass 
celebrated 
by Manon Keeler 
Newspeak staff 
A special mass was celebrated Sun-
day, April 18 tn Harrington Audttonum 
Bishop Timothy J Hairinglon spoke to 
over 500 students during a special 
ceremony in which hve students re-
ceived Sacrament ot Conf11mat1on, 
twenty students were tn tolled as Minis-
ters of the. Eucharist and 111 students 
w re mstall<>d Lecto 
Dan cl Doe Sharon Hem ngway 
R chard Russell Kr t n Ryd ng and Jill 
Ann Sa vatore pub cal y howerl 
rnro11g11 rho Sacrnmtml of Confrrmt111on 
that they r:ommlled lhcmsolves ro 
Cltrisr s service .ind tho Calhohc 
Church In the Cal/H)llC Ct1urch a lwby 
1s bopt1zed by waler tn IJ ceremony to 
enter the Carhollc Community When 
the child becomes a youth. he or she is 
then baptized by the Holy Sptrtt lo 
confirm their commitment to the church 
and Jesus Ch11st 
After the Conf1rmat1on, the Lectors 
were installed . Lectors are members of 
the Catholic Church who read the 
Scriptures dunng mass. They are Den-
nis Aves, Michael Comm1sso. Mary Ellen • 
Hicl<ey, M Joseph Pierce, Kenneth St. 
Hilaire. and Mary Beth Woodward 
, 
€continued on page 2) 
Rape 
prevention 
workshop 
to begin 
According to a statistic recently re-
leased by the F.B I, ona out of every 
three women Is raped tn her l1fe1tme 
Kathy Spieler and Sharon Hemingway 
are tryinq to do something to reduce this 
number, but they need your help They 
are doing an IOP that can benefit the 
women on campus as well as them-
selves They will be conductmg a Rape 
Prevention Workshop next A·Term It 
will dP.al with aquaintance rape, what tc 
do 11 you or a friend 1s raped , care of the 
victim, legal opuons, sell protection and 
safety They hope the woman students. 
faculty and staff will snl aside time in 
their schedules next A-Term to attend 
this workshop It will meet for five weeks 
with a mee11ng once a week tor one and a 
half hours Independent study credit will 
be available for those part1clpn11ng 1n the 
workshop If anyone is interested or 
wants mor£ mformallon,contact Sharon 
Hemingway. Box 509 or Kathy Spieler 
Box 2424 
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by Greg Doerschler 
Associate Editor 
Week's Highlights 
B•ttery Thief captured 
While on patrol, Sunday April 18, at 
10:30 p.m. Campus Police oflrcer Jurgen 
R!~g spotted a vehicle operating sus-
p1c1ously near the Mobil station at the 
intersection of Park Avenue and In-
sti tute Road The vehicle was followed 
to Massachusetts Avenue. where it was 
stopped by Campus Police A car bat-
tery was discovered inside the vehicle 
Investigation determined that the bat-
tery had been stolen from a vehicle 
parked at the Mobil station. W PO was 
contacted and the suspect turned over 
to them. 
Fire Extinguisher Incidents 
Last Wednesday at 9:30 pm. several 
members of a sorority stopped In the 
station reporting that they had been 
sprayed w ith fire extinguishers on the 
quad from a passing vehicle. Officer 
Carl Hanson went out to search for the 
vehicle. A few minutes later. another 
group o f girls from that sorority called 
from off campus, reporting a similar 
incident and requesting a nde back to 
campus to avoid further such confronta-
tions After bringing the girls back to 
campus, o fficer Hanson on patrol with 
officer George Sullivan spotted the 
vehicle responsible at a fraternity, with 
people ~arrying ext inguishers entering 
policE 
the house Fire ex1111~u•.:u11:t•~ ~11.1lu11 
from WPI were recovered and Officer 
Hanson advised the fraternity that the 
issue would be turned over to Student 
Affairs A while later, the fraternity called 
back _repo~ing that the sorority which 
was v1chm1zed by the extinguishers had 
1ust thrown eggs at the house. This 
caper was also turned over to Student 
Affairs 
Police Log 
The following are excerpts from the 
WP~ Campus Police tog tor the period 
April 16-22 The listing consists of 
s19nif1cant incidents and Items of gener-
al student interest. 
Friday, Aprll 16 
10:00 PM - Student patrol reported a 
large group or youths in the library lot 
causing a disturbance Campus Police 
responded and advised the youths 10 
leave the area One of the vehicles which 
the youths were tn was stopped after 
officers observed II doing donuts 1n the 
lot 
Saturday, Aprll 17 
1 :30 AM - Campus Pohce extin-
guished a small fire In the parking lot of a 
fraternity. 
2:40 AM - Campus Police reported 
vandalism to a fi re hose box on the east 
side of Washburn 
5·30 AM - Two windows were dis-
covered broken In the west door to 
Morgan Hall 
... special mass celebrated 
(continued from page 1) 
Besides reading the Scriptures. sev-
eral lay members o f the Church are able 
to administer Communion. These mem-
bers are called Ministers o f the Euchar-
ist. Joseph Bracken, Karen Choquette 
Keith Davies, Gerard Earabtno, Charle~ 
Hickey, Brian Keough, Micheal Maguire 
Christine O'Connor. Micheal Ortolando. 
Thomas Pelnlk, Lori-Ann Petrush R~ 
bert Pierce. Richard Pochepan, J~mes 
Bishop Harrington with 1tudenta. 
Polewacxyk, Charles Pugsley, Ann 
Saunders. Kathryn Spieler, Paul Thurs-
ton, Deidre Urabaells. and Jay Zavada 
were installed as Ministers of the Eu-
charist by the Bishop 
The Bishop gave a special homily for 
this occasion. He talked of those stu-
• .. Hull Lecture 
(contlnu.d from page 1) 
deals can be made despite language. 
cultural. economic, and political dif-
ferences He hopes that one day we can 
cooperate In the same manner lo bring 
peace, and security to the people of the 
world 
The Honda Foundation is dedicated to 
the realization o f that goal It was 
founded by Solchlro Honda, of the 
Honda car company, "to serve mankind 
by promoting the development of tech-
nology in harmony with ecology." Ecol-
ogy, here, meaning both the physical 
environment and the humans inhabiting 
It. They sponsor conferences around the 
world to get people to understand the 
meaning and the promise. of ecotech-
nology. They award an annual prize to 
the person who 1s helping most to 
achieve their goals, of which Or. Chest-
nut was the recipient. 
dents who were confirmed or installed 
as oddballs They were oddballs in the 1 
sense that they should set a good 
example, not be a follower of a crowd 
Concelebratmg mass with the fjlshop 
was Father Lewandowski He publicly 
thanked lhe Bishop for allowing htm to 
serve at WPI Also taking part tn the 
mass. were the Folk Group and several 
alter boys Piano music helped to make 
the mass more meaningful 
- Dan Jacavano 
Following the mass. a reception was 
held at the Rehg1ous Center for the 
students who were a part of the mass as 
well as their famihes and friends The 
Y>'.PI Cathohc Community enioyed the 
Bishop and were glad that he took time 
to lead this special mass 
. .. Hearing Board 
(contlnultd from page 1) 
the experience of 1nit1atlng a complaint 
and following the case through the 
hearing stage. this reporter and her co-
plaintiffs had a positive experience 
which Included impartial pre-hearing 
tnterviews with the Case Officer. swift 
execution of procedure and a fair 
understandable hearing with a Board 
which seemed to exhibit genuine con· 
cern over the matter. 
The previous description of the pur-
pose and functton of the Campus Hear-
ing Board has perhaps provided both 
faculty and students with information 
which will aid In the seleclton of a new 
Board. 
NEWS 
Sundav. April 18 
12:55 AM - A Fuller resident reported 
the hghts out 1n the courtyard 
2.15 AM - Campus Pohce reported an 
altercation outside a fraternity house 
WPD assisted and the situation was 
cleared up. 
4:05 AM - An officer who witnessed a 
hit and run accident reported that he had 
the operator responsible stopped at Elm 
Slreet and West Street. WPD was con-
tacted . 
4 50 AM - A non-WPI student was 
evicted from the Wedge 
4.57 AM - An officer reported broken 
glass in the north s1a1rway of Morgan 
Hall 
545 PM -A student reported a group 
of Jehovah Witnesses soliciting in Ells-
worth and Fuller Campus Police lo-
cated six Jehovah Witnesses and ad-
vised them to leave campus. 
10:30 PM - A student reported her 
Jacket was stolen from the Pub Saturday 
night. 
10 30 PM - Campus Pohce stopped a 
vehicle on Massachusetts Avenue, the 
operator of which was arrested for 
stealing a car battery. (see h1ghhghts). 
11 :12 PM - Campus Police assisted 
WPO, who had several carloads of 
students stopped in the Dover Street lot. 
The students were 1den1tf1ed as honor 
society pledges 
Monday, Aprfl 19 
12:00 PM - A female WPI student was 
transported to the hospital by Campus 
Police after she injured her leg playing 
More on 
JP weekend 
In just a few days the activities of 
JP/Spring weekend will have the cam-
pus buzzing with excitement. On Friday 
night a concert featuring "The At-
lantlcs." with a warm up spot by "The 
Other Half." will start the weekend off 
The Satrudayeven1ng Night Club, which 
will feature the music of "High Times" 
and the comedy of Mike McDonald, will 
have an added attraction . This year a 
King and Queen of the Prom shall be 
crowned during the course of the eve-
ning Voting for this 1s scheduled for 
Thursday, April 29 and Friday. April 30 
between 10 am and 2 p.m outside of 
the ticket booth in Daniels Hall Each 
person will be allowed to cast one ballot 
for the King of his choice and one ballot 
for the Queen of his choice 
The King and Queen contest is not the 
only new item on the J P agenda The 
main attraction of the Quad Activities 
this year is ''The Outrageous Obstacle 
(continued on page 4) 
BEIN THE 
FOREFRONT 
OF TODAY'S 
TECHNOLOGY 
ASAN AIR 
FORCE 
ENGINEER 
) 
softball 
4 ·30 PM - A faculty member reponed 
that students were squirting water from 
fire extinguishers from a vehicle in the 
quad 
Tuesday, April 20 
12;15 PM - A student reported that 
his vehicle parked on campus had been 
involved in a hit and run accident 
Another student had left a note on the 
car with a description of the vehicle 
responsible and license plate Campus 
Police contacted the female operator of 
the vehicle and advised her to come to 
the station. She stated that she didn't 
know that any damage had been caused 
9:35 PM - A student reported that the 
door to his Fuller apartment had been 
kicked In. Campus Police responded 
Nothing had been taken from the apart-
ment 
Wednesday, April 21 
9.30 PM - A report was received of a 
vehicle driving around campus with the 
occupants squirting pedestrians with 
fire extinguishers (see highlights) 
11 :49 PM - A report was received of 
students causing a disturbance in the 
Stoddard area Campus Police res-
ponded and the situation was taken care 
of 
Thursday, Aprll 22 
2:30 PM - A student was transported 
to Hahnemann Hospital after being 
Injured in the gym 
... Lectric Leopard 
(continued from page "I) 
feels that some sort of systems evalua-
tion could b~ done as a project, or 
perhaps possible design mod1ficat1ons 
Other pro1ects might concern such 
topics as whether the vehicle complies 
with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Stan-
dards or whether recharging thousands 
of them a day would place too great a 
load on the electrical grid He stressed. 
however. that it was not the new campus 
toy to tinker with, but a state-ol-the-art 
machine, and it will be some time before 
ma1or structural alterations are made 
upon 11. Professor Zwe1p noted that 
while electric cars may not be the single 
solution to the energy/ transportation 
dilemmas facing the world today. they 
could be a viable alternative and should 
be experimented with extensively "I am 
delighted to have received it from Mass 
Electric and enthusiastic about the 
ruture uses It will be put to" he con-
cluded 
Our engineering officers are planning and 
designing tomorrow 's weapon systems today. 
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts 
materialize. They have the finest , state-of-
the-art equipment to test their theories. The 
working environment is conducive to research. 
And Air Force experience is second to none. 
You can be part of this dynamic team if you 
have an engineering degree. Your first step 
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape 
our future as we help you start yours. Be an 
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact 
your Air Force recruiter al 413-557 3898. 
Captain Kc\ in Reinert Call Collect 
Tueaday, Aprll 27, 1982 
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JP/SPRING 
WEEKEND 82 
JUST FOR THE FUN OF IT! 
FRIDAY - APRIL 30 
************• 
Concert with THE A TLANTI cs 
and the OTHER HALF 
$2.50 in advance 
$3.50 at door Alden Hall 9 p.m. 
************ 
SATURDAY - MAY 1 
QUAD ACTIVITIES starting at· 10 a.m. 
*Outrageous obstacle course 
*TKE dunking booth 
*APO "UMOC,, Balloting 
*hLimosine for a Night" Raffle 
*WPI Parachuting Club Demonstration 
*Live music by "Jones Bros." 
*Chariot Races 
*Phi Sigma Sigma Ice Cream 
*Miller Tug-Of-War 
* Delta Phi Epsilon Fried Dough 
*Mideastern Dance Troupe 
JUNIOR PROM NIGHT CLUB 
music by 
HIGH TIMES 
comedy by 
MIKE McDONALD 
$8/couple 
Doors open at 8:30 p.m. 
Harrington 
Auditorium 
No Kegs, Coolers, or Bottles at Concert or on Quad 
~************************************************* 
NEWSPEAK 
New York Times removes its name from guide 
by Enoch Needham 
(CPS) - A humorist once described a 
university as a place which provides sex 
for its students, parking for the faculty, 
and sports for the alumni. 
But If the outcry over a campus guide 
recently published by the New York 
Times Is any Indication. colleges are no 
longer the best places for that kind of 
wise-guy college humor. 
Under criticism for irreverently grad-
ing 265 campuses. the newspaper has 
withdrawn its name from future editions 
of what was The New York Times 
Selective Guide to Colleges and Univer-
s1t1es, and has offered to meet with 
aggrieved administrators to correct fac-
tual errors In the books. 
The Times, however. is not the only 
would-be guide to colleges to take Its 
lumps recently for poking fun at bad 
cafeteria food. dull communities and 
rah-rah campuses Even Yale's irrever-
ent Insider's Guide to the Collttges. a 
ten-year-old veteran of the wisecrack 
rating genre, 1s thinking about getting a 
ltttle more serious. 
The reason, says one editor. is that the 
1okes' targets are too worried about 
survival to do much laughing . 
"I think universities are more sensitive 
to criticism, especially with the enroll-
ment picture the way it 1s now," says 
Charles Straughn, editor of Love1oy's 
Guide to Colleges and Umvers1t1es, a 
traditionally objective, comprehensive 
study of 3500 colleges published an-
nually since 1945 
Love1oy·s has "looked at the others, 
and it's a tough act to follow You leave 
yourself wide open for all kinds of 
cnt1c1sm whatever you do (with a fighter 
look). I think we'll sttck to our ob1ec11ve 
approach " 
The Times did apparently leave itself 
wide open for criticisms from adm1n1-
strators who complained the book was 
little more than a " restaurant guide 
approach" riddled with factual errors 
and unfair, superficial judgments 
What hurts most, many say, Is that 
even though 1he tone 1s consciously 
Irreverent, The Times' lofty status gives 
the book a certain aura of ob1ect1vfty 
"You lust expect more from the New 
York Times," says Koy Floyde, univer-
sity relations director at the Un1vers1ty of 
Tulsa . " They said, m effect: 'If you want 
to have a good time, go to Tulsa. but If 
you want an education. go elsewhere.' " 
"It's a very serious matter for us Here 
they are trying to rate an entire aca-
demic program. and they use a sar-
castic, flippant attitude " 
Floyd was upset enough to fly to New 
York personally to confront book and 
Times education editor Edward B Fiske 
with factual errors m the Tulsa section. 
Among the other schools to ob1ect to 
their evaluallons m the book were 
Kentucky, Colby College, Rhode Island. 
Dartmouth, Baylor, Syracuse. Bard Col-
lege. Carnegie-Mellon. Rochester and 
Auburn. 
"If you notice. most of the criticism 
has come from second- and third-
More students drink beer 
but they're drinking less of it 
EVANSTON, IL (CPS) - A greater 
percentage of college students than 
ever before Is drinking beer, but stu-
dents are drinking a ht tie less of 1t than in 
the past. according to a new survey of 
campus drinking habits 
As part of ifs Campus Monitor senes. 
CASS Student Adver11slng found lhat 79 
percent of the 1175 students 1t asked 
nationwide are regular beer drinkers 
By contrast, 57 percent of the non-
students m the same age group regular-
ly dnnk beer 
Three years ago the same survey 
found that 70 percent of the students 
called themselves regular beer drinkers 
recalls Mark Rose. CASS vice president 
But this year's su"'ey also found that 
students' average beer consumption has 
dropped from 54 to 50 ounces per week 
That translates into a httle more than 
four cans a week . 
"The college market 1s expanding to 
include more beer drinkers, but In a 
positive way," Rose concludes "Stu-
dents are drinking more responsibly, 
and they seem to drink because they 
en1oy the beer There's much more 
"arfety In 1he beer they drink. especially 
In import beers " 
Cyndi Lewis-Shaffer, assistant dlr· 
ector o f the University of Florida's 
Alcohol Information Center and a 
spokeswoman for Boost Alcohol Con-
sciousness Concerning the Health of 
University Students (BACCHUS). says 
the CASS figures are "right about In the 
ballpark" with other recen1 studies of 
student alcohol use 
She is encouraged by the declining 
levels of consumption, "assuming the 
students aren't drinking the whole 50 
ounces in one sitting " 
YOU! 
can help decide who will be 
King and Queen of JP 
VOTE! 
. Thursday April 29 and Friday April 30 
Daniels Hall from 10 a.m·. - 2 p.m. 
One male uote and one I emale uote 
allowed per person. 
ranked pr1vatecolleges," F1skesays "All 
of the ob1ect1ve criticism - in tho 
Christian Science Mon1lor and the Wall 
Street Journal - has been positive 
Most of the critical mail has come from 
schools in very competitive markets " 
Fiske concedes "in a project as com-
plex as this there will be some factual 
errors," and 1s ready to correct them He 
defends the book's light tone by saying, 
"We tned to say, 'What questions would 
a student ask when he 1s looking at 
universities?' and answer them. The 
bulk of the book is what students said 
about their campuses " 
He says the Times Is withdrawing Its 
name from the book - which was and 
will continue to be published by Times 
Books - because " the book wasn't 
written like a newspaper Some people 
might say the food at Dartmouth Is 
terrible Some might say it's good. It's 
not the way it would be written In a 
newspaper." 
Jasper Reid, editor of Yale's usually-
humorous guide. disagrees that univer-
sities are becoming thin-skinned 1n 
these times of budget cutting, but adds 
his book - which some administrators 
have called "sophomoric" - 1s changing 
its tone. 
"It's getting less silly." Reid says. "It 
started ten years ago, and what we do is 
get students to say in their own words -
and some of them are sophomores -
what they think about their colleges. We 
now see our role as being more impor-
tant. and we tend to take it more 
seriously than we used lo." 
The Yale guide was itself sued for libel 
by Ithaca College in 1979 College 
administrators felt the portrayal 1n the 
guide was unfair The case was dis-
missed in late 1981 on the grounds 
mat a college 1s a public figuresub1ect to 
fair criticism The guide has omitted 
Ithaca from its listing since 1979 
Fiske, on the other hand, has no plans 
to drop any schools from later editions. 
and sales of his book have soared with 
lhe controversy The Times brought the 
(continued on page 11) 
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(continued from page 2) 
Course " It consists of nine different 
events. all of which should be a chal-
lenge to anyone willing to give 11 a try. 
Take the event named "The Wobble 
Tube" for instance This isa mesh tunnel 
suspended in the air by a steel frame and 
spring system which causes it to move 
up and down, and every which way. Or 
Irv ··The Space ladder" on for size Here 
you'll have to climb a hammock-shaped 
ladder, which hes been positioned at a 
45 degree angle, far enough up to nng a 
bell But watch out! The ladder tends to 
flip over, leaving you with a choice of 
continuing on upside down or falling to 
the mat to try again If these seem 
outrageous wait unttl you see "The 
Signature Stands Certificate of Out-
rageousness." "The Webbed Wonder." 
and the other five obstacles! There 1s no 
charge to test your agility and speed on 
''The Outrageous Obstacle Course.'' 
You may even be honored for having 
one of the best five times (the five fastest 
men and five fastest women will be 
awarded a prize) or the most original run 
(the best male and female In this 
category will get a prize, too) . 
Of course there are other activities as 
well. The Chariot Races should be as 
entertaining as ever and TKE's Dunking 
Booth will provide many laughs as well. 
APO's "UMOC" contest will decide the 
uqliest of the ugly on the WPI campus: 
the "Limosine for a Night" Raffle will 
give some lucky couple transportation 
in style; and Delta Phi Epsilon's fried 
dough booth and Phi Sigma Sigma's ice 
cream booth will take care of your 
munch1e attacks. A few added surprises 
have been planned as well but you'll 
have to come and see what they are for 
yourself So, come and enioy the day, 
Just tor the fun of It! 
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Colleges start offering new aid programs 
(CPS) - Students may soon get to 
choose from asomewhat-exot1carrayof 
programs to help them pay their way 
through college 
Among the ideas some colleges are 
considering to help them hold onto the 
frve million students who, in the wake of 
cuts 1n student aid for 1982, are going to 
have to figure out new ways to finance 
their educations are· 
Individual Education Accounts that 
rival Individual Retirement Accounts. 
special insurance tuition funds, state-
backed bonds for private colleges. am-
bitious campus employment agencies, 
l:lroad tax deduction programs. lotteries 
for student loans. and even payoffs in 
return for. as one college president 
recently put It, "getting into bed with the 
Defense Department " 
The schemes, of course. spring from 
Congress' October. 1981 decrsron to cut 
federal student aid programs by as 
much as 12 percent for the t 982-83 fiscal 
year 
Administrators' rewards for concoct· 
mg successful schemes are impressive 
"Schools that come up with substan· 
tial alternatives could lrnd themselves 
facing mass migrations of students" at 
registration next fall . predicts Dallas 
Martin of the National Association of 
Student Financial Aid Administrators 
"We're 1n a whole new ball game now," 
confirms or Vance Peterson of South· 
ern Cal. "and It's our job to try and 
compensate for the various losses " 
use. for example, now lets students 
beat future tuition hikes by paying "all 
four years of a student's education at the 
current twtron rate." Peterson says 
students do it by paying in one lump 
sum. repaying a seven-year USC loan, 
or putting up parents' houses as col-
lateral for 15-year loans administered by 
four local banks. 
lndlana University, on the other hand, 
is trying to make up the losses by 
working "very closely with job place· 
ment" to get more stuoents more part-
time 1obs. says IU aid Director Or Jimmy 
Ross 
Malcolm X College In Chicago 1s 
trying the same thing by funnelling 
students "into study-related JObs," but 
aid Director Ramiro Borja finds a "pro· 
blem In competing with more presti· 
g1ous schools for those kinds of jobs ·• 
Californla may get a const1tut1onal 
amendment to allow a state lottery, 
HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
which would give tts profits to education 
and defray tuition at state schools. 
Its chances of getting on the Novem-
ber state ballot •·are unknown," says a 
spokesman for Assemblyman Larry 
Kapiloff. 
" Lottery proposals have been around 
for years." he adds. "This is considered a 
drastic measure, but the system has 
been cut so much already that some-
thing hke this 1s a necessity" 
Similarly, Un1vers1ty of Arizona stu-
dent President Richard Garcia tried to 
convince state legislators to devote to 
student loans the tax revenues the state 
will start collecting on campus facilities. 
But "legislators wouldn't really even 
listen to me," Garcia reports. 
(continued on page 11) 
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Don't leave possessions unguarded 
To the Editor 
f am writing 10 express my extreme 
displeasure with certain (obviously un-
known) persons on this campos who 
stole my Physics boOk from the boOk 
rack outside of OAKA I wouldn t have 
wntten, except that this Is the second 
time since Intersession that I have had 
my Ptlysics book stolen, and I feel that 1t 
is about time people are warned about 
this menace to :heir belongings and 
their bank accounts Text bOoks can 
cost a small fortune nowadays I know 
that I'm $60 poorer and don't even have 
anything to show for it 
The ftrsl time my book was stolen was 
the second day of C Term. On that 
afternoon, there were brand new Phy-
sics books by the dozen sitting on the 
bookrack When I found my book miss-
ing I naively assumed that someone had 
accidentally pteked up my book instead 
of theirs and that they would return 11 as 
soon as they realized their mistake 
Untonunately. th1s was not the case and 
I was forced to buy a new bOO · II was 
obvious that someone had signed up for 
Physics and decided thal 1t would be a 
lot less trouble to steal a book from the 
bookrack than to pay $30 for a new one 
Deciding that this was the case. I 
avoided pulling my books on the rack 
during the hrst two weeks of both C and 
D Terms It now appears that I mis· 
judged those people who steal the 
books for It was the beginning of the 
fourth week of the term when the scum 
stole my second Physics book In light of 
this most recent theft. I know that I will 
no longer trust even my most inex· 
pensive notebook to the bOokrack , and I 
worry about the belongings of others 
which are put there every day There 
must be some very trusting people for I 
not only see textbOOks, but I have seen 
numerous calculators sitt ing unguarded 
Freedom of expression 
To the Editor: 
I would like to put an end to all this 
feedback that Mr. Watkins and others 
have started, by saying that no one 
group of people, no matter how "moral" 
or righteous they tNnll they are. no 
matter what their beltefs are. have the 
right. GOO given or otherwise, to pass 
Judgement on anybody else's beliefs or 
values. After all. this is a free country 
isn't it? If there are more people hke Mr. 
Watkins running loose, I would suggest 
two things F1rsl. you should become a 
member o1 \he elite and • obv1ouslv" 
pres1tg1ous group, lhe a.or.I Majority, 
and secondly, you should lranster to an 
1ns1rtutlon Nilh a much greater sensf> o f 
integrity and morality. may I dare sug· 
gest Oral Roberts University though 
only Anans need apPfy (for those that 
forget WWII, Arians are those posses'-
ing perfect minds, bodies, and wallets). 
For the rest of us I would like to suggest 
two alternatives. one Illegal and the 
other legal The Illegal suggestion Is a 
good old-fashioned lynching, and the 
legal one Is to write federal. &tale, and 
local officials Imploring them not to give 
in to groups like the Moral Majonty that 
want to rid our society of supposed 
harmful dev1at1ons I was brought up to 
respect others' views. no matter how 
profane or redundant. and not to inflict 
my views on them If anyone has any 
major disagreements with my com· 
ments please feel free 10 stop by and 
1alk to me rn g ive you lhc benef it of the 
doubt so long as you can ex tend the 
courtesy back to me Enough said thank 
you very much 
- K1mon M Skarlatos 83 
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upan this 'black hole as I have seen fit 
10 dub ii I now would sincerely bespeak 
these people to reconsider such an 
act ion lest they lose something they 
would prefer not to 
No reason for 
As for those swine who would stoop to 
such an act I can only hope that they will 
evenlually be caught 1n the act ana 
expPlled from thl 'I insti tution as befit a 
thief 
- Richard Dickey, '85 • 
mandatory meal plan 
To the Editor: 
Next year all students laving on cam· 
pus will have to be on the meal plan 
According to Dean Begin. the dec ision 
was made because of students cooking 
1n their rooms with toaster ovens 
But for students living 1n 28 Trow· 
bridge this rule 1s irrelevant Women 
have been living and cooking 1n Trow-
bridge without •ny problems s ince 1977 
Trowbridge has a full size kitchen. fully 
equipped with a full size refrigerator. 
oven and stove, sink, etc 
We, the women of 28 Trowbridge, met 
with Dean Begin soon after the letter 
stating everyone on campus must be on 
the meal plan was sent out 
She said that 28 Trowbridge would not 
be an exception to this rule. However 
women who could not be on the meal 
plan because of medical reasons could 
live in Trowbridge and use the kitchen 
next year. Therefore lhe stove and 
refrigerator will remain in the kitchen. 
According to Dean Begin. we cannot all 
cook on a full- time basis because It 
would be against the law unless we have 
some kind of industrial kitchen 
She also said that the agreement for 
everyone on campus to be on the meal 
p lan, was made early last summer by 
her the Business Office and lhe Food 
Service As well. she did not want any 
exceptions except tor medical reasons 
After mee11ng with Dean Begin I 
thought about II for a while and decided 
to look into the law she was talking 
about I went 10 City Hall twice and 
talked to the Buildings Department and 
found 01.11 that Trowbrtdge is hcen<::ed ll!!; 
fl bo:=irdmg house and 1hal 1hn1e are no 
laws about kitchens in bo<1rd1ng houc;es 
I \~;.ro:,o To TAKE. 
?0i'\f. ~-.:.5 ~s 
;fJ I COOLD UNDf.~TAND 
RE.A13AN5 PollCIF.S. 8UT 
I COULDN'T GC.T A 
~TuctMT L~ .. 
In add1t1on, I spoke to the Public Health 
Department and found there are no laws 
dealing with cooking 1n boarding 
houses unleu we all eat together Since 
we do not all eat together. this does not 
apply. 
I proceeded to again ask Dean Begin 
about the law she was talking about She 
said that she didn't know what the law 
was. so she referred me to Mr Alan 
Harper of the Business Office for the 
details 
Mr Harper said that he has also found 
that no Worcester laws deal with kit· 
chens 1n boarding houses. as well. he 
said that, 1f there was a problem with fire 
hazards and insurance, a C02 hOOd 
could he put 1n over the stove for $800-
$1200 and thus should take care of any 
problems with Insurance In addition, he 
could not find any state laws dealing 
with kitchens in boarding houses 
It seems reasonable to conclude thal 
there are no laws prohibiting the cook-
ing at 28 Trowbridge" 
Trowbrtdge is like our home For us to 
pay twice as much to hve there isn't 
right For us to all be o n the meal plan 
w ill ruin the atmosphere of our house 
There won I be the togetherness We are 
all upperclassmen e~cept for those 
freshmen lhat cannot be on the meal 
plan for medical reasons and we have 
handled our kitchen very well smce 
19i'i Why take all th s away from us 
now? 
I and many others see no ea t1ma1e 
reason whv " den•s \: n:q n Trow· 
bridqe 28 should have to he> on lhe meal 
plnn 
We would hkP a good reason from 
the school" 
Susan V Agnbtan 8.1 
Letters Polley 
WPI N•w.peek welcome• letter. to the editor. Lettera 1ubmltted for the publl· 
c.tlon 1.hould be typed (double 1peced) •nd cont.In the typed or prtntH Mme of 
th• 1uthor II well •• the •uthor'1 tlgnetu,.. Lettera 1hould cont.In • phone 
number for vertllcaUon. Student11ubmllttng lett1r1 to the editor 1hould put ~Ir 
cl111 Y•r •tier their n1me. Faculty ind •t•tf thou Id Include their full tltle. lettere 
deemed llbelou1 or lrreleunt to the WPI community will not be publtahed. 
The edltort r ... ,._. lhe right lo edlU•"'"' for correct punctuation •nd apelUng. 
Lett.rt to the editor are due by Noon on the S1turday preceding pu~tc.tlon. 
Send them to WPI Box 2472 or bring them to the Newape41k onlee, Alley 01. 
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Newspeak staff 
Is there life after the lottery? 
Approximately a week before you are 
reading this. the housing lottery took 
place This event was brought to you 
courtesy of OSA and Residence Oper-
ations. the same people who brought 
you RA'S, SNaP and the DAKA meal 
plans. 
Some people are not toq fond of these 
groups, but let's give them a break After 
all, there are only so many rooms 
because they guarantee housing to 
Incoming freshman (remember what a 
comfortmg thought that was this lime 
last May?) and there are more of us than 
there are rooms So, to be fair. every-
body who wants to get a room on-
campus 1s given the same shot at what is 
there. That way, everyone can conclude 
the proceedings t1Uerly without blame, 
unless. of course, you want to yell at the 
laws of probability. 
The upshot Is, some people got rooms 
(the ones who were dancing around 
hysterically in the Upper Wedge) and 
some people didn't (the ones with their 
checkbooks, trying to bribe Dean Begin 
and Patty Lewis), Alter the 1nit1al des-
pair. however. those who have not 
committed suicide or transferred to 
another college go m quest of that 
elusive beast, the off-campus apart-( OUT of 
ment. 
I d"n't know 1f you've ever gone 
looking for an apartment, but II 1s not the 
most pteasmg of endeavors Smee most 
people at WPI do not have a care and 
don't want to work around the monthly 
W A T A. strike, they must confine their 
search to the 1mmed1ate area. that 1s 
near enough to WPI so that getting to 
school is not the sort of exercise 
normally associated with ROTC stu· 
dents on training weekends. 
Now, let's not lool ourselves. kids. 
Worcester. despite its other shortcom-
ings, is a college town They are blessed 
with ten mst1tut1ons of higher learning 
WPI, for example. has been here since 
the end of the Civil War. Any way you 
slice 1t, the citizenry is quite accustomed 
to everything associated with me col-
TURN ) 
lege existence. including the desperate 
search for off-campus housing They 
know you are coming 
This is good and bad Good. because 
they !<now you will be coming and they 
will let 1t be known that they have 
someplace for you lo live, and that tor a 
very reasonable sum they are prepared 
to rel1nqu1sh that piece of the universe to 
you There are plenty of fairly decent 
places to live nearby. thankfully. 
Now tor the bad. The bad is that 
people harboring not so good places to 
live are equally willing to absent you 
from your money Apartment hunters 
should have 'Caveat emptor' tattoed on a 
prominent portion of their face. because 
it really applies. Remember. there will be 
people trying to d1squ1se the fact that an 
apartment has wiring dating from the 
days when Atwater Kent had a trolley 
track running out of II, plumbing that 
dates the Roman aqueducts. and cock· 
roaches that are big enough to interfere 
with radio reception Beware of apart-
ments that claim to be solar heated. 
despite the lack of solar heating ap-
paratus in the area Think about how 
cold you'll be without any source of heat 
but the sun over Worcester In Decem-
ber, and then run. 
If you've got to go look lor an 
apartment. go see OSA llrst. People who 
have a nice space to 1111 will have told 
them about It, and they can help you 
make the connection 
Ecotechnology - concept or cliche? 
by E Malcolm Parkinson 
Humanities Department 
The alluring title - "Ecotechnology· 
Helping Technology More Effectively to 
Meet the Needs of People" - compelled 
me to seek out a seat in Kinnicutt Hall for 
the annual Hull Lecture The generous 
introduction of Dr. Harold Chestnut by 
one of our own faculty regaled me with 
the epic accomplishments of a tech-
nological Hercules a writer of textbooks 
on system analysis. an industrial en-
gineer of philanthropic motlvahon. a 
person of consummate expertise This 
man, I fancied would whet my intel-
lectual appetite with sumpt1ous fare 
The lecture began 1nnocenlly enough, 
with a timelv nod to Ground Zero Week 
and the cataclysmic prospect of nuclear 
conflict I listened carefully as he ex-
plained the meaning of "ecotechno-
logy," a word of Japanese origln he 
assured us Ecotechnology. he asserted, 
was the attempt to meet people's needs 
while respecting the natural environ-
ment 1n which we all must live Japan 
today, Chestnut maintained, epltom12ed 
the modern thrust toward ecotech-
nological soc1et1es 
Continuing what I supposed were the 
preliminaries to a carefully wrought 
thesis. he read out his definition of 
technology "the appllcat1on of science. 
especially to industrial or commer~1al 
ob1ect1ves", a constricting def1n111on. 
however because of the assumption 
that technology rnust be based on 
science To my surp11se he then ex· 
tended his definition to include the 
"process or making and distnbuting 
things.'' At this point I was puzzled, since 
m the past the processes of many crafts 
evolved without any trace of science 
Bell founding, glassmaking,' and a host 
of crafts were sustained and transmitted 
by recipes, experience, and cunning, 
without any science But perhaps Dr. 
Chestnut 1s willing to accept contrad1c-
tton~ in '11s definillons 
After the definitions. point followed 
point sePmingly haphazardly until I 
resolution when chatting about 
Ground ·zero Week. defense, and the 
military I cannot assume that the ab-
sence of the word "war" from his entire 
lecture was a mere accident. His choice 
of "conflict resolution" must have been 
deliberate; th~ sacrificing of an effective 
and powerfully evocative word to sys-
tems analysis The word peace he 
replaced by "peace process": again, a 
quiet but emphatic restructuring of 
vocabulary to conform to the demands 
or the systems analyst This relentless 
(~ ______ F_A_c_u_h_y~P_E~N--~-.-~~) 
asked myself exactly how he viewed propensity reached monstrous propor-
soc1ety and !he place or technology in 1t. hons w1rh hts term "internar1onal con-
Then a coherent pallein emerged and I fl1ot resolution needs " Bewildered, I 
was convinced I had stumbled on thB waited for his def1nlt1on. II never came I 
essence of his thinking. He builds his lhtnk his fourfold battery of words 
ecotechnology on two foundations the simply meant diplomacy 
applicability of systems analysis to all Like many in Dr. Chestnut's audience. 
problems. whether technical or human, I welcome the techniques of systems 
and a commitment to a belief 1n the "analysis If they help to clarify, let alone 
rationality of engineers and scientists solve. human problems But Dr. Chest-
Since systems analysis is his forte. I nut never showed us any detailed enaly-
expected him to apply it as widely as he sis of political. social, or cultural pro-
could mustering up all his skill and blems For examples of analysis. he 
ingenuity to throw light on the bewilder- confined himself to the more obviously 
Ing complexity ot people and society technical and impersonal areas of safety 
Unfortunately analysis was what he in air travel end the national d1stnbut1on 
claimed. 1arqon for which acceptable of electrical power 
words exist. only to hear him transform The assuniptton that scientists and 
the words tnto the langwigo of systems engineers lay special claim to rationality 
analysis. lay embedded 1n his four proposals to 
Repeatedly he !diked of "conflict improve "tnteroa11onal s1ab1hty" Head-( LETTERS - J voc11ted studying tile "peace process from an lnterna11onal 111tcrd1sc1plmary viewpoint" he suggested educating people In tl'le nature of peace, his third 
proposal was the determining or "1nter-
nauonal conflict resolution needs", the 
fourth, and to me the most revealing. 
was to get international sc1enliflc and 
technical societies to work for peace 
Little followed to explain these four 
suggestions, though they resembled 
Ideas that have been put forward earlier 
this century Albert Einstein, lor ex-
ample, thought scientists and technical 
people uniquely suited to solving the 
problem of preventing war Whatever 
their own national origin. he argued, 
such people used the same assumptions 
and methods all over the world Science 
was trt1ly international and therefore 
sc1en11s1s should be 11ble to rise abovo 
nat1onahsm Eventually Emstem aban-
doned this post11011 realizing that sc1en-
t1sts were no more dispassionate than 
people ir1 any other walk of hie when 
they wrestled wtlh pol111cal prohlems To 
me Dr Chestnut's proposals imply thal 
engineers with their powerful anolyllcal 
toots of systems anatys1s can step 1n 
where traditional diplomacy has failed , 
allowing them to op1om1ze" solutions 
Ugly man on campus 
To the Editor. 
HI· My name 1s Bob Re1nfurt and I'm 
running for Ugly Man on Campus This 
contest 1s sponsored by APO It costs 
2se to vote and the proceeds go to 
charity 
I'd like to hst my quallf1cat1ons for this 
hOnor In my lour years at WPI. I haven't 
really done anything I'm not doing 
anything right now I don't plan on doing 
anything In the near future I almost 
1omed Students l<H Apathy, (SAP). 
once. but, well. I 1ust didn't feel like 1t 
I'm not going to make any rid1cu1011s 
,campaign promises, but I would like to 
say a vote for me 1s a vote for little girls 
In fact. I promise a Utile girl in every pot 
How about pot 1n every pot 
The important thing Is to vote The 
money 1s for a very worthy cause and a 
dollar or two isn't going to kill any of us, 
i>ven 11 1t 1s 10 beors at Phi Sig 
Bob Re1nfurt 83 
News peak 
Office Hours 
Monday 9-10 
Tuesday 1-2 
-Wednesday 9-11 
Thursday 10-2 3-4 
Friday 9-10 1-2 3-4 
Or Chestnut sounds hke an extreme 
technocrnt of the 1960 s one who 
believes that experts m systems analysis 
will teed the variables of human life into 
a system set up by the experts tnem-
selves who will then optimize · hie 
e.)(r1mence • Yet he 1 as only hegun to 
peep out of his confined technical lair to 
discover the enormous hunting ground 
over which he can legitimately range 
with his systems weapons . He has yet to 
learn to hunt. 
Near the beginning of h1s talk, he 
claimed that ecotechnology was new, 
whereas technology in the past was 
pursued for "efficiency and profit " 
Nowadays, he added, in furthering tech· 
no logy we encompass other motivations 
In order to meet the basic needs of 
people such as f6od. clothing, .shelter. 
energy, water and transportation His 
astounding caricature of the propelling 
torces behm<1 the technical enterpnscs 
of soclehes other than our own strips 
our progenitors of aesthetic, mllitary, 
religious. and polU1caJ mol1va11ons 
Surely the delllllshly clever /la/Ian 
engineet s. who pushed rhe1r ,;kl/ls ro rhe 
hm1t or therr ablllty in moving huge 
Egyptian obehsks around Rome, did so 
at the behest or Renaissance popes who 
desperately wanted 10 enhance their 
own reputations and recapture the glory 
of a former tmpenol city Efficiency and 
profit remem, at the most, peripheral 1n 
such sell-glorifying enterprises And 
what part did efficiency play in the novel 
design and constructton of enormous 
cathedrals in medieval Europe? None 
that I e,en see What prompted the 
:>lacing of rows ot huge water wheels on 
the Se me to pump water up to the palAce 
of Louis XIV at Versailles 10 ensure a 
lavish display by the royal fountains? 
Surely tne enchancement of the mon-
arch and his court were lhe prime 
movers 
Let Dr Chestnut at least admit that in 
lhe past the sources of techn1cal in-
novations and many technical enter-
prises remain inexplicable 11 historical 
explanation 1s limited to a simple recipe 
of ''elf1c1ency and profit" embracing all 
cultures at all limes The rulers of 
numerous European courts and the 
aristocrats of many Italian cities would 
have snubbed their noses at such an 
incomprehensible plebeian stance. 
To ignore the past is to succumb to the 
belief that ideas such as ecotechnology 
arc new, and more than labels or cllches 
Francis Bacon's New Allanlls says more 
eloquently and, given the limits of 
Bacon's knowledge 1n the 1620's in 
England says more 1nc1s1vely, whet 
people are cla1m1ng today as new. 
• Helping technology more effcc:hvely to 
meet the needs of people ' was all the 
rag"' in seventeenth-century England 
Stlll harbored within the confines of 
systems analysis applied to industrial 
problems of interest to him, Dr Chest-
nut has yet lo grapple seriously with the 
problem ol understanding tho place of 
lechnology in human life His lecture 
was thus a personal search masquerad-
ing as a fully fledged theory of ecotech-
nology t wish more students nad heard 
his lecture, for WPI has sailed on 
adventurous seas far beyond the hori· 
zons of our guest speaker Thank good-
ness for the WPI Pl<rn 
NEWSPEAK 
NOMINEES FOR JUNIOR I 
Andy Montelll '82. Phi Sigma Sigma 
Todd Hagenburg '83 Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Don DeMello '85. Sig Pl 
D•N S.wmrey '13. Alpha Chi Rho Randy Brown '83. FIJI 
prll 27. 1982 NEWSPEAK 
PROM KING AND QUEEN 
v Teresita lcaza '84. Phi Sigma Sigma 
Cindy Capuano '83. FIJI 
Arpl Aprahamlan '84. Clan of 1984 
Meggan McGu/ness '83. Alpha Gamm• Delta 
Denise Johnston '85. Delta Phi Epallon 
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Study says sororities "outdated" 
SEATTLE, WA (CPS) - Soronty life 
mav be teaching women passwe and 
oul-dated ways of Irving in contem· 
porary society, according to a study by a 
Un1vers1ty of Washington sociology pro-
fessor. 
Barbara R1sman, who authored the 
study, observed sorority members in 
their live-in campus environments over a 
three-year period to measure any differ-
ences between them and unamhated 
students at the university. 
Her findings may not go over well with 
the hundreds of sororities around the 
country, but R1sman 1s convinced that 
sorority life reinforces old stereotypes of 
women, and may actually hinder them 
when they leave college 
For instance, she points out, sorority 
members typically hew to a "subordin· 
ate" role In the greek system, wa11tng to 
be asked to social events and allowing 
males to pay for them.· whlle using 
coquettish behavior to progress through 
t nv1ronment. 
·I concentrated soley on the things 
girls learned about lcmmin1tv R1smAn 
says, "and what It meant to be female I 
realize there are some 11ery positive 
sides to being in an organization • 
But she believes that the tight organ-
ization of sororities 1s the main reason 
they haven't updated their v1s1ons of 
what 11 means to be a women 1n modern 
society 
"Because lhey're voluntary organ1za-
t1ons. people who disagree tend to 
resign or 1ust stay silent," she observes 
"So things stay the way they are And 
hf'r.l\use thev're so well orqanized, much 
of the boy-girl behavior is almost 
ntuallzed. It just doesn't leave a tot of 
room for change." 
In her classes and presentations of her 
study, R1sman says student reactions 
range from 'Well, you 1ust don't under-
stand the whole picture" to "outnght 
anger." 
But, she explains. "the whole picture 
wasn't what I was alter" 
Da Dee dinner delightful 
by John Mar 
Features editor 
The Chinese least held on April 17 to 
bcnef•I Da Dee Ding was a dellghlful 
success. The evening began with a 
cock ta ti hour at Higgins House at which 
Oa Dee made her first appearance The 
crowd welcomed her warmly and en· 
couraged her to practice conversational 
English Volunteer waiters from ATO 
serving appetizers served lo heighten 
the crowd's ant1cipat1on as well as 
satiate their appetites When the crowd 
of approximately 200, which included 
professors, faculty. students, and even 
some alumni. filed mto the First Baptist 
Church. they were greeted by a barrage 
of wailers and waitresses dressed in 
Oriental-looking straw hats 
The dinner promptly began after 
openmg comments by Kay Draper and 
Oa Dee herself In a touching speech. Da 
Dee thanked everyone for their efforts 
and was applauded heartily for her 
expressions of appreciation The s1x-
coursP mPAI was evervlh•nn thP nrnm-
oters had promised 11 to be Tile menu 
consisted of egg rolls sweol and sour 
pork, fried nee, beef ano musnrooms 
butterfly shrimp, and of course, fortune 
cookies 101 dessert 
The meal was followed by musical 
entertainment and a fashion show fea-
turing various garments from progres 
s1ve periods in Chine's history The 
musicians were the children of pro-
fessors from Worcester Polytechnic In-
stitute Their performances included a 
piano solo, a duet for trombone and 
piano, and a duet for violin and piano 
Volunteer student models dtsplayed 
brightly colored robes and gowns that 
were part of China's rich cultural history 
At the end of the evening, the general 
consensus seemed to be that everyone 
enjoyed the food and entertainment, 
and was very excited to have met the 
woman for whom the WPI campus has 
pulled together tn such a strong effort 
The most common remark heard as the 
crowd emptied the church was "I think I 
al much"" 
---Texas Instruments---
Texas Instruments 
electronic slide-rule calculator 
Tl-30 
15 levels of 
parentheses 
Scientific Calculatl'r 
with 
Programming 
and Statistics 
TI-55-11 
5000 
1260 
• 112 ~rful built-in !unctions for -... __ 
math, science and engineering 
• Simple programmabiltty gives you added versatility speed 
• Definite integration of functions entered into program memory 
• Use up to 8 memories or 56 program steps. 
Texas Instruments 
advanced slide rule 
calculator with 
programmability 
3600 
Tl-30-11 
1800 
~ . . " 
• Contains the advanced algebraic and trigonometric 
functions todays math and science students need. 
• Most-needed slide rule functions at the touch of a 
key Roots. Powers Reciprocals Common and 
natural logs. And much more 
l]J[]GJO BOOKSTORE 
COLLEGE SALES & SERVICES 
DANIELS HALL 
Worceuer, Ma'~ 01609 
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... worried colleges concoct replacements for Federal programs 
(continued from page 5) 
More typically colleges have resort-
ed to tapping previously-inviolate stock 
portfolios and endowments funds for 
student aid Wiliams College. for one 1s 
reinvesting $5 million m endowment 
funds 1n loans to parents 
Few schools can afford to do that for 
tong however W1lllams is "fortunate to 
be m the position we're tn Many other 
schools don't have our options," points 
out aid Director Philio Wick 
... campus 
guide 
(continued from page 4) 
book out in January, and Quickly sold 
out all 16.000 copies. A. second order of 
30,000 also sold out, and the third run. 
coming out In April. already has a heavy 
pre-sale. 
Lovejoy's Straughn ponders the sales 
with amused envy. "They're going to 
outsell us All this publicity Is llke being 
banned In Boston." 
ConseQuently many of the new 
schemes cross school and state Imes A 
Boston insurance company 1s now mar-
ketin~ an insurance-tuition plan 
The plan. according to Donald Cole-
man of the Richard C Knight Insurance 
Co . arranges with parents to pay tuition 
money directly to a college. Parents 
then reimburse the company in regular, 
unvarying monthly payments - plus 
interest- throughout two. three orfour-
year plens 
Parents. In turn, can earn Interest on 
any money In the account that has yet to 
be paid to the college, Coleman ex-
plains. 
The plan's been around for a few 
years, targeted at parents earning "up-
per-middle Income and above," with 
students at private colleges "We aren't 
on too many state campuses yet, but as 
the schools search for alternatives, we 
expect them to be more open," Coleman 
says Idaho. for one, recently began 
referring aid appllcants to them. 
The best long-range replacement for 
lost aid programs. argued Hunter Col-
lege President Donna Shalala to a recent 
New York educators' convention, Is 
"getting into bed with the Defense 
Department." 
Shatala said that. by allying Itself with 
' the military-industrial complex," higher 
education can once again make itself 
"central to what Washington Is all 
abOul." which she defined as • foreign 
policy, the State Department, defense 
and taxation " 
Closer to campus. Connecticut, Nonh 
Carolina, Florida. Oregon, Michigan. 
New Hampshire, Iowa, Maryland and 
Ohio are all considering replacing fed-
eral aid with agencies to sell tax~xempt 
bonds to help finance student tuition 
bills Illinois and Massachusetts have 
already started their programs 
In Illinois, explains Regina Nolan of 
the State Department of Public Financ-
ing, the bOnd agency will sell tax-
exempt bonds to the public. Proceeds of 
the sales wlll help guarantee student 
loans at private colleges around the 
state While bond-buyers get tax-free 
Interest from the bonds, students and 
parents repay the loans over ten years. 
tJublic colleges nixed the bOnd pro-
gram, Nolan says, because the colleges 
themselves must Insure the state against 
financial loss and "if a public college 
was to default, it would not necessarily 
have the assets with wti1ch to make 
good " Private colleges generally use 
their stock portfolios as collateral for the 
bonds 
Some public colleges - especially 
those with large endowments - may 
1oin the bond program in some states, 
sources say. 
Bui bOnds can be hard to sell. ob-
serves Peter Avalone of Merrill Lynch 
Pierce Fenner & Smith In New York. 
"The marketability Is determined by 
the security (of the bond), and right now 
the security provisions are up in the air." 
Some states are nervous about issu-
ing such bonds for fear the federal 
government, mad at losing the money 
that ordlnarlly would have gone into 
Washington's tax coffers, will some day 
shut them down. 
That fear. says Treasury Department 
spokesman Charles Powers, Is probably 
unfounded. 
So Is the notion that any of the 
replacement schemes can compensate 
for the loss of the federal aid programs, 
many educators argue. 
" Everybody Is looking for new funds," 
observes William Johnson, aid director 
at Kent State. "As far as I know, there will 
be no new money to replace any of what 
is lost by the budget cuts. None." 
Martin tersely asserts, "There Is no 
short-term alternat ive to federal funds " 
High-tech majors' job outlook is still bright 
PRINCETON, N.J. (CPS) - l iberal 
arts grads may spend the coming sum-
mer competing for a slim selection of 
jobs, but students completing their 
four-year degree p rograms In high-
technology fields - engineering, sci-
ence and computer technology - face 
the opposite dilemma, according to a 
new book on the subject 
"Students In technical fields don't 
have to worry about finding jobs ' 
asserts Rea Christoflersson of Peter-
son's Guides. which has just released its 
1M2 Gulde to EnglMertng, Sc»nce end 
Computer Joba. "Rather, they face a 
bewildering array of companies and 
government agencies to choose from." 
Peterson's w hich also publishes a 
variety of campus directories, began the 
job guide in 1979 in response to the 
mushrooming high-tech Job market, she 
explains 
For the last few years engineering and 
computer science majors have had the 
most promising 1ob prospects of all 
college graduates Desphe some soft-
ness In this sprlnq's job market. the 
demand for high-tech majors Is holding 
up well, the report suggests 
"The book has more companies listed 
In it every year," adds Sandra Grundfest, 
the guide's editor . "Our first edition had 
950 firms fisted, and this year \here are 
over 1200. But f think that's as much a 
factor of more people being aware of us 
as 11 Is growth in job openings " 
In the guide's first edition, starting 
salaries averaged $20.000 for engineers. 
S16.000 tor computer science maiors. 
and around $14,000 for science grads, 
she recalls 
Thia year, engineers are getting 
$24,000, computer science grads 
$18,000, and science grads $18 .000, she 
says. 
And while most of the job openings 
tend to be clustered around large cities, 
especially in the West and Southwest, 
Grundfest notes that "every state has 
openings" 
Grundfest and Chnstoftersson expect 
the demand tor high-tech grads to 
continue "at least mto the 1990s," 
although they point out that specialized 
categones w1thm those fields may come 
m and out ot vogue In the meantime 
ASME section wins first place 
by Howle Cyker 
Newspeak staff 
On Saturday, April 24th , twelve mem-
bers of the WPI ASME student seclron 
attended the Region I Spring Student 
Conference held al Tufts University m 
Medford . Among those in attendance for 
WPI were !acuity advisor Professor 
Frank A Swenson former section 
Chairman Stephen A H1gtrt. section 
Chairman Kevin F Manning, and former 
secretary John F Mar Other schools 
that attended the conlerence were 
Northeastern University, Southeastern 
Massachusetts University, Tufts Univer-
sity The Universities of Connecticut, 
Hartford, Massachusetts. and New 
Hampshire, and Western New England 
College. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ThemaineventoftheConferencewas 
• the Student Papers Compet1t1on in 
WPI 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
TERM E82 
ADDITIONAL COUR SE O FFERI NGS 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
EE 3202 Instrumentation Systems 
EE 3801 Logic Circuits 
EE 3901 Solid State Electronics 
Each course must have an enrollment of 
eight (8) or more students. 
su~~~E~ SCHOOL OFFICE IS LOCATED IN HIGGINS LAB . ROOM 121. 
which students were asked to give oral 
presentations of their papers WPI was 
represented by Senior Michael A Nallen 
who spoke on "Automated Lock Assem-
bly Using Rob011cs Technology" His 
presentation won 5th place and $25 in 
the competition. 
The hlghltght of the program took 
place at the evening awards banQuet 
when 11 was announced that WPI had 
won the Bendix Competillon for Region 
I The Bendix Award 1s presented to the 
most active student sec Iron of the region 
for that year The WPI section was 
presented with a commemorat111e pla-
Que along with $100 
Among those students awarded md1-
v1dually was Stephen A Hight who was 
appointed sole represe11tatlve for Re-
gion I of the National Student Section 
Committee (he is one of twelve repre-
sentatives in the entire nation). and who 
was also chosen as the Most Outstand-
ing Student for the WPI section Former 
Vice-Chairman Ann M. Noga, and 
Stephen A Hight were among the top 
five regional candidates for the C T 
Main Award which Is awarded to the 
most outstanding student in the nation . 
As far as WP! was concerned, the 1982 
Spring Student Conference was a great 
success. Next year's conference 1s to be 
held al the University of New Hamp-
shire. 
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Attention EE Majors!! 
The IEEE 1s sponsoring a field trip to 
GenRad, Inc. 1n Bolton, Ma GenRad 1sa 
leading producer of low-cost. electronic 
Automated Test Equipment. This trip 
will be quite valuable since Genrad 
employs EE's of all d1sc1phnes! 
The tour will be free, a good chance to 
see what EE's do after graduation, 
Wednesday, May 5 - leave 2 :15 from 
front of Riley Hall, and l1m1ted to llr1t 100 
applicants 
II you have any questions or need 
add1t1onal information contact· John 
Cassidy, WPI Box 806, 791-2861 , or Jim 
Witt, WPI Box 2512, 799-6976 
Weekday Mass 
Weekday Mass will be celebrated 
Tuesday evenings at the Religious Cen-
ter al 10 pm. All are invited to share in 
worship. 
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WPI Chess Team 
The WPI Chess team will be holding a 
Simultaneous Exhibition m the Wedge 
on Wednesday April 28 from 10-4 Ken 
Mann (Worcester's 2nd Best Player) and 
Tom Weideman (North Worcester 
County's 2nd Best Player). both mem· 
bers of the WPI Chess Team which won 
their div1s1on at the 1982 College Na-
tionals, will be playing as many as a 
dozen people at the same time. They are 
ottering a tree six.-pack of beer to 
anyone who can beat them 
Humanities Presentation 
On Wednesday. April 28 Marcel La· 
Follett. the Editor of Science, Technol-
ogy. and Human Values will speak on 
'Creationism. Science. and the Law, 
Themes and Images In the Debate " 
Sponsored by the IQP Program Patterns 
in Science, Technology, and Culture, 
this event wi ll be in Sahsbury 104 al 4:00 
pm 
Management Comps 
The June Competency Examinallon 
Registration Deadline is Wednesday 
May 5, 1982 at 4·00 p.m The Certificate 
of Ellg1b11ity Forms are now available in 
the Management Office 
Management Seminar 
The WPI Management Department 
and the WPI Management Society are 
sponsoring a seminar on Monday, May 
3. featuring Mr. Conrad M. Banas of 
United Technologies Research Center 
Mr Banas is the Chief of Laser Research 
at the Center. and will address the role of 
high powered industrial lasers The 
Seminar will be In Hl 109, starting at 
four o'clock 
( Soccomm previews J 
Wednesday, April 28 
Well. your dancing shoes will not 
remain too long in your closet Being 
just put back after the dance marathon. 
they will have to be taken oul again for 
this week's dance night m Alden This 
event will feature a sixteen piece band. 
"The Classic Swing 819 Band " You will 
be dancinQ to the tunes of Glenn Miller. 
,Tommy Dorsey. and Count Basie So, ii 
you love to dance or rust en1oy listening 
to a big band sound, do not miss out on 
the fan1;:ist1c opportunity It 1s free and 
will start el 8 30 p m 
Friday. April 30 
The first night of the JP Spring week-
end will feature a two oend concer1 tn 
Alaen Hall ·The Other Hall • a con-
tempomry, popula1 music band from 
Connecticut will start out 10 warm up the 
crowd for the main attraction which is 
"The Atlant1cs." "The Atlant1cs" 1s a 
Boston based New Wave band that 1s the 
number one band in Boston . With two 
great bands like these. 11 will be a great 
night in Alden 
Saturday, May 1 
The second day of the JP/Spring 
weekend will start early in the day. At 
10·00 am . the Quad will be fllled with 
exc111ng and challenging act1v11ies,·such 
AS the Outrasir.ious ObSlAcl~ Course and 
the Infamous Chariot Races The Junior 
P1om N gtitclt1b will feature the up and 
coming Boston comedian Mike Mc-
Donald and the Connec11cut based 
swing band High Trmes · If you do not 
yet hove a date for this weekend gel one 
fast so you will no• miss out on 1h1s great 
event 
Dance Night 
in 
Alden Hall 
with 
The Classic Swing Band 
Swing music from the big band era 
Wednesday, April 28 
at 8:30 p.m. 
. . . .. ······-··-······················ .... .... ...... . .. 
········ ........... .-.... . 
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Free class1f1eds are 1tm1ted to 6 lines Those over 6 llnes must be paid for at 
the off-campus ra~e of 35 cents/ ltne Deadline 1s Friday noon for the 
following Tuesday issue. Mall to WP/ Newspeak Box 2472. or bring to WPI 
N~wspeak. Room 01 , basement. Sanford Alley Hall Forms must be fi lled 
with name. address, and phone no. for ad to be printed. 
NAME PHONE 
-------
ADDRESS---------- TOTAL ENCLOSED 
AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS 
Allow only 30 chara<:tera per llne. 
----
----A~,~,~c~~..,,,--:'.~'led"""!""•-.-U~b#K~t~to~spec---.~H~m-,,.~llo--,,.-.------~· 
---------~~-------------~------~~ 
Have you C\'e r wondered 
what an eagle sees 
as it soars thro ugh the '>ky? 
Why it smiles as it luck!. it '> 
v. ings in 
and pl umme s ear:thward 
Reaching out again 
Lo 'i\\-OClp acros' a fie ld , 
Come he an eagle 
\\ tth Connect icut Parach ut•~ts 
weekend~ al the airport 
Ellington. Connecticut 
.. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. ~ .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ~ 
BERGER'S 
A FREE SIX PACK OF BEER 11 yours for 
defeatlna Ken Mann (Worcester's 2nd 
best player) or Tom Weideman (North 
Worcester County'• 2nd beet player) In a 
game of che11 as they play ae many as a 
dozen other people at the same time. Be 
In the Wedge from 10-4 on Wednesday, 
April 28 for your chance at a free she! 
FOREIGN PROFESSOR has two boys 
ages 6 and 7. Needs responsible student 
to stay with them occasionally In the 
evenings. One-half block from WPI. 
Chance to study and watch TV, $2.50 per 
hour. Call Or. Schay. WPI Ext. 5545 or 
evenings, 791-3331 . 
1973 OLDS 98 - 4 dr. Luxury, every-
thing but everything automatic. Full 
power, 102,000 mites. New tires, clean. 
no rust. First $900 or best offer takes it. 
Call 756-6333. Super Deluxe - a Cream 
p fl 
DISCOUNT ARMY & NAVY 
10 MAIN ST., WORC 
neor Lincoln Sq 
WORCESTER'S #1 
~---C ca_n_VE-RS--EJV ALL STAR 
DEALER 
*Red 
* Novy 
*White 
* GrMn 
* Bloclc 
*Gold 
* Lt. alue 
* Mor-n 
* Oronge 
Largest Selection of Canvas 
ALL STARS In All Colors 
$16~~ SiHI 
loyt' I to Men' s 13 
Citizen Action 
Mass Fair Share - one of the largest citizen action 
groups in the country is hiring people full-time for 
community outreach and fund raising. 
Will train. 
Hours: 2-1 O P.M. Monday through Friday 
$150 - $225 per week 
Call mornings only: 755· 1264 
70 Green Street 
Worcester, Ma. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to sh1re 
a two bedroom 1partment with 3 Tech 
girts. Ten minutes walk to campus. Heat 
and utllltles Included. Laundry In base-
ment. Avall•ble June or Sept4tmber. 
Contact M1rybeth, Box 1078. 
LOST: Girl's gokl ring, Opal Ml on bl8Ck 
onyx. Reward ottered. Contact Box 
1438. 
Q: WHAT Is a GENRAD?; 
Q: WHAT does ATE mean? 
Q: WHAT Is the IEEE? 
Q: WHAT don this all me•n? 
FOR SALE: S.,.edo Aaceb8Ck blnk suit. 
Never wom, size 34L. Price negotl•ble. 
Please coni.ct Su .. n, Box 1528. 
ALL POSTINGS MUST BE APPROVED 
THROUGH OSAI IF NOT, THEY WILL 
BE TOAN DOWN! - OSA. 
rrs UP TO YOUI to vot. tor King .nd 
Queen of the Junior Prom. Make your 
choice on Thursday, April 29 or Friday, 
Aprfl 30 ••. JUST FOR THE FUN OF ITI 
CM3201 STUDENTS:~ has my 
honMwor'k 1nd exam. They were mlu-
lng after cl•u. Please t•tum. - Den 
Foley, Box 7S7. 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA ICE CREAM BASH 
ON THE QUAD SATURDAY. 
JUST FOR THE FUN OF ITI Anyone 
Interested In helplng with JP decora-
tions or Quad Actlvltle• can contact Matt 
Goldman at Box 1138. 
STOVE FOR SALE: General Electric, 
used 4 years. Oven tight and window. 
Four burners, brown. Ask $125. Call ~ob 
at 757-1057. 
PREPARE YOUR MOUTHS FOR THE 
TASTE OF PHI SIG SIGICE CREAM ON 
SATURDAY!!!! 
GUITAR AMPLIFIER FOR SALE $80. 
Unlvox UR65. 8 watts with reverb and 
distortion. Great practice amp. Call Bob 
753-4416 or Box 305. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED: to share High-
land Street apartment wllh 2 male Tech 
students. $130/month. Heat and hot 
water Included. Contact Mike, Box 1146 
or Dave, Box 2257. 
ENJOY T+IE SENSATION - HAVE A 
PHI SIG SIG fCE CREAM CONE SAT-
) 
URDAY. 
IQP PARTNER WANTED FOR NEXT 
YEAR. Profect consists of editing and 
updating slides on environmental 1 ... 
sue1, to be prnented to high echool 
student.. Anyone Interested, p1e ... 
contact Box 1243. 
CHEERS - and heartfelt tNlnkl - to 
the enttiusl81Uc ltudent w•lten, wait-
,......, and chefs who made the Chinese 
Feast auch • success. Also, to O.an 
Brown, Dab, OSA, CBF, CSA models, I 
IFC, blessings - DA DEE I KWO. 
TWO ROOMMATES WANTED FOR a-
partment adlacent to campus, near 
Stoddard. $130/month/penon, uUlltles 
Included. If Interested, contact Greg, 
Box 2110, 755-4425. 
A: The IEEE has •nanged a tour of 
GENRAD, INC. of Bolton, MA on Wed-
nesday, May 5. OENRAD II the leading 
produe« of low-cost electronlc Auto-
mated T•t Equipment! Don't be left outt 
s.e article In this Issue. 
HEY YOIE: Good luck on your Co-op Job 
at O.E ..•• llnd by the way, what good 
things are you going to brtng lo llfe. -
MGT. 
MELANIE: Now that you-V. had a va-
cation, l1n't It time that you get back to 
work. Your slaves. 
HEY bill, ct.rtt and cute (with gt ..... ) -
We have to meet. How about some night 
at WACCC? 
THE BEST defense agaln•t any battle 
wounds Is prevention of vacuum cleaner 
hoses. 
J, Why do you stay out so late? P'9aM 
try to make It In for brHktastl or do you 
get breakf•st In bed? 
Thank you for little Broxie the Rabbit. -
O.R. 
PAT ... MOST PEOPLE GO TO CLASS 
5 days a week. Are you having trouble 
counting? 
SUE . • • HOW ARE YOUR FL YING 
lessons going ... Well we hope. 
I WISH IT WAS LENTii!! 
NEED YOUR ROOM VACUUMED 
CHEAP .. . JUST CALL BUBBA J. 
Howto 
do Miiin 
Economy Class 
S4n1l)le Fly OpllOl /W's Economy,.._ OW 
f artl art tlle. lowal of .,.,., tehcd\Md ell1irlc so 
YQ41aft UM tM money 'l'Oll- fortouol 
other~ l*-c t [ .... I*' If you fly UI 10 
en-11, frankll.n °' ZIMICll ~ llrM 11 ll>C 
SU'\ W 'fOlo/rc hucled b Mllrnl, Sin Juen or 
"-'10 Plela. Or lor ~n ~ M" New"°"" 
lolM9CICS. s.n franclKo, Ch!U90 O(lolton. 
Nd. •)'Oil want to fly lo (uropc 1'111 MMICI 
et lower """1ttr f.a, fly CtPtol Jult n1'kc 'l'006 
tCKl'll«lon and Pl'C'-10"' Udccts now and 
-'I honor them~ wflCll our~ tum· 
met'-' art In chct 
So 'tyou ~to Clo wd In Economy a... 
fly C.,itol's. 
Fot rCSCl'IMJOnS, c• 'fQIA" fl-I "9Cnt Ot 
c.pitol et 800-iil-6365 °' ac»69t· 5330 
Ho one IMkn Economy C&au 
as economic.II as we do. 
SCH(OUl( O AltUHf ~fll•llCf 
1.71111 
M LOWIST IMIS 
.. 
.. 
,,. 
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Softball wins four of five 
by Nancy Mclane 
The WPI Women's Softball Team won 
four of their live games this week, 
upping their record to 7-2. WPI flanked 
MIT pitcher then lost control, walking 
Kathy Taylor, Rochelle Scalla and Robin 
Hart, sending Liza Paul home with the 
second WPI run WPI scored Its third run 
(~ _____ S_PO_R_T_S _________ ) 
their defeat to Stonehill with two con-
vincing wins over MIT and Clark and by 
taking a doubleheader from Coast 
Guard. 
On Tuesday, the team traveled to 
Cambridge and shut out MIT 3-0 As 
would be expected from two engin-
eering schools, the game was efficient. 
Michelle Bugbee threw a one hitter for 
K•ren C.Nlhl /Inn up • pitch. 
WPI, while the MIT pitcher gave up only 
three hits. Both teams were errorless In 
the game. Karen Casella opened the fifth 
inning with a single. She was sacrificed 
to second base by Mary Cardoza Liza 
Paul came up with a sharp double to 
right treld scoring Karen Casella The 
off a Kathy Taylor single in the seventh 
inning Th ts was the Engineers' first shut 
out of the season. and who better to 
hand 1ttothan MIT. 
Wednesday's home game against 
Stonehill was not quite as efficient as the 
previous day's game. Twenty-one runs 
were scored and unfortunately, Stone-
hill had 18 of them. WPI started strong, 
- Keith Agar. 
scoring three runs in the first off Karen 
Cassella's double to right field. But the 
stronger Stonehill team fought back 
scoring two runs in the second and eight 
runs In the third Inning to put WPI out of 
contention. The Stonehill pitcher gave 
up only one hit after the hrst inning a 4th 
Chris Clancy hits a drive. - Keith Agar. 
inning single by Liza Paul and Stonehlll but WPI came storming back with three 
played errorless ball to dominate WPI runs In the sixth to put the game away 
On Friday WPI went to Clark to play a Michelle Bugbee pitched another su-
game which was postponed by the April perb game allowing only five hits. Kathy 
snowstorm. It was worth the wait as the Taylor was the big stick for WPI, getting 
Lady Engineers beat their crosstown three hits in four trips Rochelle Scala. 
rivals 10-7 WPI jumped to a 2-0 lead In Robin Hart, and Mary Cardoza each had 
the first inning and never looked back, two hits for the winners 
maintaining a comfortable two or three In the second game WPI hit the cover 
run edge throughout the game. Mary off the ball racking up sixteen runs on 
Cardoza had three RB l's to her credit on eighteen hits. Mary Cardoza was the 
a trtple to center. Kathy Taylor and heavy hitter driving In three runs end 
Rochelle Scala, who went three for four hitting a solo homerun In the fourth 
1n hitting, each had two RBl's. Inning. Karen Brock was fourforfive and 
On Sunday the Coast Guard Academy drove In two runs. Kathy Taylor and 
came to town for a doubleheader WPI Karen Casella each had three hits. 
was unstoppable on the bases as they Sherry French pitched a fine game 
won both games. the first f3..4 and the keeping the Bears scoreless tor the first 
second 16-3 three innings. Sherry also added two 
Coast Guard took the early lead in the hits and drove in two runs 
hrst game scoring two runs in the first The women host Bryant today at 4:00 
inning. WPI got one back In the second and Surlolk at 3·30 on Thursday. Come 
and took a three to two lead in the third. sit In the sun and cheer the women on to 
Coast Guard tied the game In the fifth, victory. 
Netmen boost record to 4-2 for season 
by John Mar 
Features editor 
The WPI Mens Varsity Tennis Team 
boosted its record to tour wins and two 
losses this past week with victories 
against Nrchols Coll99e and Assump-
tion College The one match WPI drop-
ped was to Bates College last Tuesday 
A trad1t1onally aggressive· team. the 
Bates squad was forced to pull out all its 
stops m defeating WPI. Four of the nine 
matches played were three set matche~. 
which proves that WPI put up quite a 
struggle before going down 1-8 Juan 
Csbarcos pulled out WPl's lone victory 
agam.::t Brad B1orklund in one lhe three 
setters 6·3, 2-6 6-3 Unfortunately lhe 
remaining players could not handle their 
opponents so well Their scores were 
Bery Cole (B) def Dan Mott (WPI) 7-5, 
6-3, John Luyrtnk (8) def Greg Durand 
(WPI) 7-5, 6-2, Tom Pariser (Bl def. Jeff 
Brandt (WPI) 6-3. 6-4; Greg Otis (B) def 
Dave Wilbur (WPI) 4-6. 6--0, 6-2: Johan 
Brenner (B) def Carlo Gretter (WPt) 6-3. 
6-4. Cole and Luyrink (8) def. Mott and 
Wilbur (WPI) 6-2. 6-4; B1orklund and 
~-· 
Third •IHKI Juen Cebmrco•: undefeated "'I• week • - Walter Plante 
Brenner (B) def. Durand and Sciacc1otli 
(WPI) 6-3. 3-6, 6-4; Panser and unknown 
(8) def. Cabarcos and Gretter (WPI) 3-6, 
6-3, 7-5 
As 1f to make up lor the loss. the team 
demolished Nichols on the following 
Thursday and chalked up their third 
shut-out or the season Spearheading 
the team's effort, Dan Mott set a fine 
example as he breezed by Bob Pierce 6· 
0, 6-2. Greg Durand defeated Brian 
Capshaw 6-1, 6-4. Juan Cabarcos, who 
is proving himself to be one ol WPl's 
most steady players, gently crushed 
Adam Barmakian 6-1. 6-2. Jeff Brandt 
and Dave Wilbur continued to prove 
their aggressiveness by twin scores or 6· 
2, 6-1 over Joe Colletti and Jim Diamond 
respectively In what may have been the 
closest of all the matches, Carlo Gretter, 
who hails from Venezuela as It turns out, 
pulled out a well earned 7-5, 7-5 victory 
over Steve Venning In the doubles 
matches, WPI continued Its domination 
of the match and easily won all three 
contests. The first doubles team of Mott 
and Wilbur defeated Pierce and Bar-
maklan 6-1 , 6-3 Durand and Sclacc1otli 
brushed 011 Colletti and Capshaw 6-0, 6-
1 Cabarcos and Gretter outplayed Dia-
mond and Grossenbacher 6-2, 6-1 
On a beautiful Saturday afternoon. the 
Netmen continued their winning ways to 
defeat Assumption College 8-1. The 
local rivals were a determined team, but 
apparently the Engineers had a httle 
more self-confidence Checking in at 
the top or the ladder, Dan Mott served 
his share of aces and service winners to 
wear out Jay Owen 7-5, 6-1 Greg 
Durand had a bad day and, after winning 
the first set. succumbed to Russ Dilling-
ham 1-6. 7-5, 6-4 Juan Cabarcos, the 
only player who remained undefeated 
this past week, had to struggle first with 
Bruce Mlkola1ezak's last name. and then 
with him In tennis, but managed to 
deliver a 7-6, 6-3 WPI victory. Jeff 
Brandt had the easiest match this time 
and wiped out Corvin Connelly 6-4, 6-1 
John Kycla took Dave Wi lbur to three 
sets, but could not achieve a complete 
comeback after the second set. Wilbur 
won S-0, 1-6. 6-1 . One player who did 
accomplish a successful comeback was 
freshman Carlo Gretter. He lost the first 
set to Joe Conner 2-6, but swept tt.e next 
two sets 6-4, 6-4 to clinch another WPI 
victory 
The team faces three tough teams this 
week On Wednesday, they travel to 
Lowell, on Friday they make L'P the 
Babson match, and on Saturday they 
travel to Brandeis 
Pistol team concludes season 
The WPI Pistol Team f1n1shed up its 
shooting season recently with another 
strong showing in the Worcester County 
and Intercollegiate Leagues 
In the Worcester County League. WPI 
scored an 18-8 record Impressive when 
one considers that most of WPI ·s shoot· 
ers have one to three years' experience 
while other teams members have over 
15 years Known as the ''kids' to the 
other sportsman's club teams. WPt 
continues to merit a large amount ol 
respect In the league 
The pistol team also competes on the 
national collegiate level Over the years 
the team has been right near the top. and 
this year was no exception Early in the 
year. sectionals were held in each region 
of the country to determine which teams 
and individuals would go to the nation-
als Only the top teams and Individuals 
in the country are Invited This year. WPI 
placed 5th m Free Pistol and 6th in Air 
P1s101. with individual Invitations going 
to Biii Thorpe and Dave Barlow in Free 
Pistol and Air Pistol, and Team Captain 
Michael Maloney In Air Pistol 
The championships. held at the Naval 
Academy, proved disappointing for the 
team, which f1n1shed 7th in both cate· 
gones but successful for the Individual 
shooters Barlow finished 10th m Air 
Pistol and 20th In Free Pistol Thorpe 
~3rd and 29th respectively, and Maloney 
29th, These are very good results con-
sidering this was a natlonal competition 
against teams with varsity status, coach-
es and superior equipment 
(continued on page 15) 
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Women's Rugby debuts ... pistol team (continued from page 14) 
The Women's Team of the WPI Rugby 
Football Club played Its first match on 
April 16, against Mt. Holyoke College In 
South Hadley, Massachusetts The WPI 
women have been practicing since 
March, but this was the first rugby match 
for every member of the team: The 
experienced Mt Holyoke side was able 
to defeat the WPt women by a score of 
26-0. however the WPI team showed 
some very strong aspects of their play 
and. In fact, exhibited considerable 
Improvement as the game progressed. 
For example the Mt Holyoke attack was 
held to only six points in the second half. 
The WPI team Included Stevie Ford, 
Pam Berg, and Sondra Morrissey in the 
front row· Liz Sidney In the second row: 
Lori Freeman and Lindsay Gage as wing 
forwards; and Karen Rupert at number 
eight The backs were Gail Smith at 
scrum half, Kristen Ryding at stand off, 
Cathy Dochak and Sue Woods at center, 
Ann Pettit and Chris Cataldo on the 
wings. and Shari-Ann Harvey at full· 
back . 
The WPI scrummage was very strong 
and won possession of the ball on the 
majority of occasions The backs were 
well organized and showed good play 
on both offense and defense Tackling 
by the WPI players was particularly 
impressive and the entire team ran hard 
throughout the game Kicking and pass· 
ing were looking better and better as the 
game went on At the end of the 80 
minutes of play the WPI women ruggers 
were a little tired but very happy and 
justifiably pleased with the game they 
had played. 
A large group of men from the WPI 
Rugby Club also made the trip to South 
Hadley to provide a highly vocal and 
partisan cheering section for the WPI 
• 
women. Every good run, tackle, pass 
and kick by WPI was loudly applauded 
and questionable calls by the referee 
were instantly detected Following the 
game the Mt. Holyoke team 1nv1ted WPI 
and even its cheering section to a key 
party at one of the dormitories The 
party featured good songs and good 
times and provided a very pleasant end 
to a fine afternoon 
The entire WPI Rugby Club is very 
proud of the effort of the women In their 
first match One or two more women's 
matches are still planned for this sprmg 
and a full schedule will be made up for 
the fall The strong comraderle w!thin 
the women's team and w1lhtn the entire 
club is very apparent. Other women 
interested in learning and playing rugby 
are cordially invited to join the club now 
or in September. 
With the acquisition of some new 
equipment, the team hopes to continue 
its good record in both leagues. One 
thing necessary for this is the continual 
renewal of shooters as the experienced 
members graduate. Tho WPI range is 
open to all members of the WPI com-
munity regardless of experience. Range 
officers give every member a safety 
course and will help anyone who would 
llke to learn to shoot on a competitive 
level with personal 1nstruct1on. Member-
ship on the Worcester County League 
team is open to any club member, with 
PE1000 credit available B and C terms 
each year. If you would like more 
information, stop by the range in the 
basement of Alumni Gym. next to the 
weight room. It ts open most weeknights 
7·9 pm. or contact club box 2536. 
PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT 
THE DA DEE DING FUND 
"GOLD BAR" RUN 
10 KILOMETER 
Sponsored by 
Worcester Pofytechnlc lnttltute R. O. T. C. & U.S. Anny Recruiting Command 
Sunday, May 2, 1982-10:00 A.M. 
Higt'llltnd SI 
Id I $1 
Pldce Hamngton Av<fil0t1um 
Worces1er Potytechntc 111sffluf£' 
FeaJuros Tim~ and Places Posted 
Showers and Fac1/1tres 
Sp11ts and Walflr S1at10t1S 
"'mbu/;mce and Med•chl Team 
Awards T-Sh1rts tor the ltrst 50 eritr11n1s 
P019S tor all CiJIOgOt1(1$ 
Categories Team mate (4 runners total time} 
Team m1•ed (2 male 2 female iota/ 11me) 
Open ( 18-391 
malo & romale 
Master (40 • J 
male & f9malo 
Junior rtmder 18} 
male & female 
Oldest finisher 
Youngest finisher 
Cour&e Re1a11~e/y llal 
6 2131 miles 10 Km 
Pllve<f. Shaaod. Res1aent1a/ Streets 
Donation SJ 00 Pre-Eniry /bef~e April 6/h) 
s.i oo Post-Entry (alwr Apfll 61hl 
Malle Chl!ICI< Payablft 10 Cadet Fund 
'GOLD BAR RUN 6 2 m11es as measured Mail ctrocl< encl nnlry to. Jame$ Mac>iout Worcester Po/ylechmc lnsi.tute ROTC 
Wo1ceste( Mass 01609 by au1omob1lr> on March 11 lh 
10 Km 6 2137 mires 32 808 ft 
Procffda lrom tftts event wrll go to the lnternatlOnal Kidney r,.n1pl1nl Fund whose current pr~ject Is lo bnng 01 OH Ding, 
elater ol a WPI 1tudenl, from Sh anghai, China lo Bolllon for 1n operation which can save het Ille. 
--------- ----- --- -----------------
Phone Emergenc.v Pllon.., ______ £merg~ncy Conlatl -------------
"GOLD BAA" RUN P•renr's S1gn1ture t1f ul'IC#r 11). 
-I 
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wltAT'S ltAppENiNG 
Tuesday, April 27 Saturday, May 1 
Softball vs. Bryant, home 4 PM. Quad activities including Obstacle Course. Chanot Races , Tug-0-War, 
Ugly Man Contest . Parachuting Demonstration, Mideastern Dance 
Troupe, and Dunking Booth, 10 00 A.M. 
Wednesday, April28 
Dance N1te with "The Classic Swing Band," Alden Hall. 8:30 P.M 
Marcel LaFollette, editor of Science. Technology end Human Values will 
speak on ucreation1sm, Science, and the Law. Themes and Images In the 
Debate," Salisbury 104, 4.00 P.M. 
Thursday, Aprll 29 
Baseball vs. Suffolk , home. 3·30 P.M. 
Softball vs. Regis. home, 4 PM. 
Protestant Fellowship worship and discussion. Religious Center, 
7:30 P.M. 
Third Annual Spring Pops Concert. featuring WPI Women's Chorale, 
Alden Hall, 7;00 P M 
Chemistry Colloquium featuring Irving R Epstein from Brandeis 
University who will present "Oscillating Chemical Reactions ," Goddard 
Hall 227, 4:00 P.M. Refreshments will be served. 
Friday, April 30 
Spring Weekend concert featuring "The Atlantics" and "The Other Half," 
Alden Hall, 9 P.M. Tickets $2.50 in advance. $3.50 at the door 
Junior prom featuring "High Times" and comedian Mike McDonald, 
Harrington Auditorium. 9 P.M 
Softball vs Holy Cross. 10:30 A.M 
Crew, New England Champ1onsh1ps, 10.00 AM. 
Track vs Tufts and Brandeis, 1.00 P.M. 
Rugby vs Babson, Grove St. Field , 1 :00 P.M 
Discovery Day, Union Plaza featuring mime show, jugglers, magic show. 
vendors, balloons, music, and prize drawings, 10:00 A.M.-6 00 PM, 
Sunday, May 2 
Sunday Mass. Alden Hall . 11 :00 A.M. 
Army ROTC Gold Bar Run, Quad. 10.00 A.M 
Proceeds to Oa Dee Ding Fund. 
Monday, May 3 
Golf vs. AIC and Nichols, 1.00 P.M. 
WPI Co-op Club general meeting and elections. Stratton Hall 308. 7 P.M. 
These coupons can 'i.-"M! )UU IO'L on 
}tll•r n~ rrom school now AIKl S<I\\! 
you another 10% later 
trailers come In ~i1cs Ul<1t II cany one 
room of rurniturt>. Or ~n U1rce. 
more money for Uie fun stuff 
Likcsummc~ 
When )OU rl'lO\e bat.k to sc.hool. Or 
head olf to a new job. Or almost any-
~ cbe. 
All~~ to do is take advanl.agc: 
of the Jartrc:n Mo\ing ~~tcm. Jartran 
Jartran tn.K.ks ar • made for pcopk! 
who aren t truc.k d~r.;. ~of them 
ha\'e automatic tran~mlssion . power 
<;leering. ~r brakes and a radio. 
So dip these coupon.sand "KM! 10% 
on our already low mt~ And you II have 
Loe* ln the Ydlow Pages under 
-n-ucll Renting and LeMing"' or 
,...... Roed.ar for )'OIU' nearest 
.JaJtnn dealer. 
Jartran 
TruckRen111 
....... 0no • ..., ..... 
